Intelligent management solutions for education

RFID tagging means I take more care of stuff
Providing the ultimate in access control and management solutions for education, Traka can deliver cost effective proven methods of protecting assets including iPads, laptops, mobile devices and keys making day-to-day tasks easier. With software-driven automated solutions we can remove the manual administration time behind managing assets in education.

Traka’s dedicated research and development team work with you to provide the right solution, tailored to meet your specific needs.
Miss knows which laptop I was using today.
“I’m able to account for all devices right across the school, at just a click of the mouse.”

ICT Administrator, Abraham Guest School, Wigan

Traka

INTELLIGENT MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS FOR THE EDUCATION SECTOR

Unique RFID monitoring solution

Every laptop or iPad can be RFID tagged, so that each one is uniquely identified and individually accounted for. This means, you immediately know if a device is in its locker – and with real-time monitoring, you can identify precisely when a resource is taken or returned, and more importantly, by whom.
INTELLIGENT Lockers for iPads

A static solution with dedicated sync and charge, keeping your valuable assets secure at all times. Students can self-issue iPads and the system keeps an electronic audit of all usage.

- Built-in syncing and charging
- RFID tagging
- Biometric/Smartcard/PIN code entry
- Can be integrated with cashless catering, e-registration and access control systems
- Self-issue system
- Fully networked across campus
- Real time audit trail
- Remote management and instant reporting

My iPad is synced and ready for lessons
INTELLIGENT Laptop lockers
Maintain total control, by determining who can access these valuable assets and when. Centrally managed and controlled by our sophisticated software, allowing you to allocate laptops and other equipment to specific students at specific times.

- Built-in charging
- RFID tagging
- Biometric/Smartcard/PIN code entry
- Real time audit trail
- Easy to administer, with full reporting facilities
- Can be integrated with cashless catering, e-registration and access control systems
- Fully networked across campus

The Traka system can be integrated with existing access control systems, e-registration and cashless catering.
INTELLIGENT

**Personal lockers**

Traka’s personal locker solutions use the same access management and reporting software as our intelligent iPad and laptop lockers, but are designed to securely house students’ personal belongings. There is also the option to incorporate integrated laptop charging facilities.

**Key cabinets**

Traka key management systems control access to critical keys for everything from a minibus to secure offices. This enables you to issue keys to authorised staff only and also ensures that they are returned when specified – without the need for your caretaker, or whoever holds the majority of your important keys, having to be available at all times in case a particular key is required.
Who we are

Launched in 1994, Traka provides world leading intelligent access management systems, allowing organisations to control, monitor and record the use of physical assets including premises, facilities, equipment, machinery and vehicles.

Traka is an ASSA ABLOY Group company and works with organisations in over 30 countries. Its customer base covers a range of sectors including defence, education, hospitality, travel, healthcare and warehouse and logistics.

Traka’s reputation for innovation in technology has been recognised by the fact it has won the Queen’s Award for Enterprise on three separate occasions.

Alongside its UK presence, Traka also operates from a US HQ and has an extensive network of overseas distributors providing sales, consultancy, installation and support services for its growing international customer base.